
A WORD FROM REDEFINED

CO-FOUNDERS

Kia ora koutou katoa,

"Stay together friends, dont scatter and sleep, our friendship is made of being awake" Rumi

Welcome to this months edition of comings and goings at ReDefined.

This edition brings you a quality blog from one our coaches JLowe on "Being HERE NOW" living

in the present moment. Read on below

We Introduce our new class in the Performance room, Summit, as well as introduce a few key

players in the team at ReDefined.

SAVE THE DATE: December 18th Saturday Community XMAS PARTY @ ReDefined. With live

music, a bouncy castle for the kids and some drinks and nibbles. We would love to share and

celebrate what has been an awesome 2021 as we look to the future in and whats in store for

2022. Please RSVP on our events page, see more details below!

Kia hora te marino 

Kia whakapapa pounamu te moana

Hei huarahi ma tatou i te rangi nei

Aroha atu, aroha mai, 

Tatou i a tatou katoa

Hui e! Taiki e!

Aroha-nui
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BE. HERE. NOW

Sounds simple, but it’s not easy. Very possible,

but it takes conscious and consistent daily

practice.

There is quite a shift happening in the world at

the moment and what our new normal is, though

if we take the opportunity to SLOW DOWN and

REFLECT on what this magical thing we call life is

REALLY about, we can be CERTAIN amongst the

UNCERTAINTY, that LIFE CONSTANTLY CHANGES. 

Change enables us all to GROW and THRIVE (not

suffer and survive), physically, mentally,

emotionally and/or spiritually. Just like the

seasons, our bodies, our fruit and vege garden,

and even our fingers and toenails change (grow)

each day; these miracles of life are beyond our

control. So then why the need to try and control

things outside of us, like certain people or

situations; instead of what we can control, like

our own thoughts, feelings and behaviours.

From my experience, it can feel safer and easier

to focus on things outside of us, especially if it’s

familiar and a pattern you have repeated over

days, weeks, months and years because the

CERTAINTY of knowing the outcome despite it

making you feel tired, anxious, overwhelmed,

depressed or angry as examples, it still “feels

better and safer” than the UNCERTAINTY of how

you could possibly feel and/or what could happen

instead. This learned behaviour is usually a

result of what we’ve seen and experienced in our

environment around us, growing up. Which of

course isn’t wrong, it’s the best the people

around you could do with what they knew. They

could’ve done better had they known better. 

That default behaviour of REACTING (vs

responding) to certain people or situations 

with emotionally charged eg a lack of empathy,

understanding or kindness; can make us think

and feel like a victim by blaming that person or

event. 

B Y  J A N I N E  L O W E

BLAMING (vs owning) gives our power to a person

or situation and we put the responsibility of how

we feel, think and behave on to someone or

something outside of us. Again, not wrong, just

different, but an opportunity to lean-in and ask

yourself, is this way of thinking, feeling and

behaving NOURISHING ME? Nourishment is more

than just the food and drink we put in our bodies,

what about the thoughts we think, words we say,

people we spend time with, social media we

consume etc. 

PLEASE be kind and gentle with yourself and

others, if this resonates with you or reminds you

of someone that behaves like this, at times. I

say, at times, because we aren’t ALWAYS

“grumpy” or “NEVER” positive, we have

MOMENTS of feeling grumpy or negative.

 

Now back to this REACTIVE behaviour. 

There is so much beautiful opportunity in this

“feeling like a victim” space, IF…we take the

time to stop and listen to our heart, by

RESPONDING vs reacting, which looks and feels

like for me: PAUSING for a moment or taking a

breath to process and reflect on, what is this

person really trying to express to me vs me

feeling pissed off with their blunt tone and cold

body language OR what is this situation making

me feel fearful about vs this is too much and I'm

about to roundhouse kick someone or eat that

Kingsize Block of Whittakers!!

Have a play next time and see what buffers you

can pop in here to create space for your

curiosity, BEFORE you react, and practice

consciously responding. 

Of course there are times where people and

situations test us, our life is not determined by

what happens to us, but how we process that

thing that happens to us. We need that contrast

in our life to better understand and appreciate

the multiple layers of that person or situation,

such as happy vs sad, light vs dark, sun vs rain

or hungry vs starving.

In moments of feeling fear, unsafe, overwhelm,

tiredness, hangryness, or physical or emotional

pain, we can at times, compare and compete vs

coming together to collaborate, ie us and them

vs WE.

CLASS IN

FOCUS

THURSDAYS IN THE

PERFORMNACE STUDIO

COMING SOONM!

We are excited to launch a NEW

Met Con class, to compliment

XPLODE and MET CON 5 of

Thursdays

Currently is testing and

development with Jimmy and

Jlo, SUMMIT with be a new class

to push your strength and

conditioning gains to the next

 level!

SUMMIT is a new met con class

featuring 2 x EMOM strength

training rounds across

Push/Pull, Hinge/Lunge,

Squat/Rotation, Core iso +

Dynamic and accessory back,

glute and single leg work! 

Followed by an ascending ladder

AMRAP across 4 x key compound

lifts. Sweat and strength in

equal measure!

Look out for this in week #2 of

our next 10 week macro training

cycle

S U M M I T

N E W  M E T  C O N  C L A S S !



I love and approve of myself exactly as I am

I hold a clear vision of what's possible and

trust it deeply before its a reality

I always proper no matter where I am or

what's going on

Wonderful new doors are opening for me all

the time

I'm discovering talents I didn't know I had

I’m in the process of positive changes and I

deserve the best

I only give out that which I wish receive, my

love and acceptance of others is mirrored to

me in every way

I step into my future with strength and clarity 

I’m meant to be here

YOU ARE A LEGIT MIRACLE, and scientifically

supported, that the odds of you being born into

this world is one in 400 trillion! Stick that in your

pipe and smoke it��

So with all the gorgeousness of who you are and

what you bring to the world, honour the magic of

you getting to wake up each day and breathe

another breath so that you can sprinkle it with

moments of all the things that make you feel

good NOW.

For me, and no surprises here, it involves

cooking and eating delicious kai with friends and

family that are my tonics (i.e. I feel safe to be me

and they make me feel light and excited); biking

to the beach with the sun and wind on my skin

for an ocean swimmy or walky; time alone to

connect with myself reading, journalling,

meditating, napping, oracle cards, or watching

Disney; movement in all forms that are playful

like handstand walking, challenging like

weightlifting with my strong and inspiring AF

wahine crew, engaging like my Iyengar Yoga

classes,and spontaneous like biking to the

beach in the rain; and lastly one I’m still working

on, quality sleep! 

When I make time for most of these things

throughout my day, even for 5 minutes, I truly

feel aligned with trusting and believing that…

Chaos brings change and transformation, even

though the waves are choppy, this too shall

pass. Because chasing your dreams is:

Adventure / Discovery / New friends /

Excitement at the crack of dawn /Magic

Surprises /Fun /Laughter

Which for me, is stepping into LOVE vs FEAR, like

being in the present moment vs ruminating

about the past or future; holding space for

others with kindness and compassion vs

judgement and expectation; feeling grateful and

excited for what I have and what I get to do vs

feeling resentful and depressed about what I

don’t have and can't do.

Every moment we create and feel is

aboutCHOICE, what are you going to practice

choosing?

A few affirmations to guide you from one of my

favourite wahines, Louise Hay…

If your language or choices continue to make

you feel more fear, overwhelm, anger,

tiredness, frustration, resentment, judgement,

expectation etc, reacting this same way will

strengthen those same patterns of how you

think, feel and behave.  

However, if you want to feel better, practice

thinking thoughts and speaking words to

yourself and others that make you feel good

NOW, like love, joy, peace, expansion,

abundance or gratitude.

And like anything new to the body or mind, it

takes conscious consistent practice, moment by

moment, one day at a time. Remember to also

allow yourself space for the old thoughts and

beliefs to pop-up and then let them go with love

and gratitude for what they have taught you and

enabled you to feel.

Be mindful that at times, we have this need to

create a story for protecting ourselves from

uncertainty or change . Eg: you text a friend and

they don’t reply back straight away, after a day,

or at all.

Our tendency if we don’t feel safe within

ourselves, can be to create a story/narrative by

default (if this is a habitual behaviour pattern)

such as, “they must be pissed off at me or

avoiding me maybe because of this thing I said

or did”.

What about the reality of “they haven’t texted

me back” fullstop. I spelled out the punctuation

to reinforce the message here about focusing on

the data you DO have, which is, they didn’t

reply, end of story, you have no further data to

confirm why they didn’t reply.

This power has always been there, inside of us,

and is one of our most magical tools, which is

our heart NOT our head. Tuning into our heart

can help us understand ourselves, others and

the situation around us vs being victimized by

our self-limiting beliefs.

But it all comes down to YOU and what you

CHOOSE to think, feel and do. 

Take responsibility for your thoughts, feelings

and behaviours, because there’s no one else in

your mind choosing those beliefs, except you,

only you can save you.

Give yourself permission to make room for ALL

types of emotions, feel what you feel, be it

anger, resentment, guilt, shame, judgement,

expectation, fear, etc and then let it go to allow

more space for what feels good and what is true

for you. Which is unconditional love: loving and

accepting yourself no matter what.

YOU ARE NOT your thoughts, feelings or

behaviour.

MEET THE

TEAM

Born with an affinity for moving his

body, Matte began dancing at the age

of 7. He enrolled at the ‘New Zealand

School of Dance,’ where he was

discovered by Garry Stewart and

began a highly successful career as a

professional contemporary dancer

with the Australian Dance Theatre.

Whilst with ADT Matte performed in

over 20 countries throughout Europe,

South America, India, Asia, New York

and Australia.

During his time at ADT he developed

a passion for Yoga and meditative

movement. Under the mentorship of

some incredible yogis Matte trained

extensively in Vinyasa and Ashtanga

yoga in Adelaide Australia. He

developed his training further with

many workshops and yoga training

intensives all over Australia and Bali.

Since moving to New Zealand in 2019

he has been inspired by the

overwhelming beauty of this country

that surrounds him and enjoyed

delving deeper into his yoga practice

and teachings.

 Matte's passion for yoga has driven

him to create classes fuelled by the

thrills of the possibilities of the

human body and movement that is

beyond words. To be spiritually

grounded in his desire for the body to

be moved the way it is meant to. To

explore the deep indulgences and the

sensation of movement and its

possibilities.

M A T T E  R O F F E

Y O G A

P I L A T E S

R E C E P T I O N  S U P E R S T A R



MEET THE

TEAM

Throughout Bens life he has

always had an interest and

passion with human movement,

from football to cricket, surfing to

spearfishing. His journey from

schooling in Hamilton led him to

Otago University where he got his

first taste into Personal Training,

which then led him around the

world for the next nine years. 

Throughout this he deepened his

understanding on humans,

especially around health,

wellbeing and movement. This

experience has helped shape the

ReDefined Universal Wellbeing

philosophy, helping people

THRIVE into their later chapters of

life, not just survive.

Passionate about living the blue

zones, on weekends you can find

Ben immersed in nature, surfing

his local break or connecting with

like minded people. 

Be sure to check out his local

monthly mens circles.

B E N  J A C K S O N

R E D E F I N E D  C O F O U N D E R

THIS MONTHS EVENTS

W H A T S  O N  T H I S  M O N T H  @ R E D E F I N E D !

THIS MONTHS OFFERS

O F F E R S  F O R  T H E  M O N T H  O F  O C T O B E R

TO CLAIM EITHER OF THESE OFFERS GIVE US A BUZZ ON 07 52 0576, EMAIL US ON

US@REDEFINED.NZ OR VISIT WWW.REDEFINED.NZ

WEEKLY FARMERS MARKET

EVERY Sunday 8.30am - 12pm

SOUND JOURNEY

Sunday 21ST NOV 

With Mel and Sasha

$39 self investment

MACROS AND ENERGY BALANCE WORKSHOP

Friday 3rd Dec 5.30pm

With Jimmy August

Members FREE/ non Members $25

 
 

MECHANICS OF LIFTING WORKSHOP

Thursday 2nd December 7pm

With Janine Lowe

Members FREE/ non Members $25

MYTHOLOGY OF ASANAS

Friday 3rd Dec 5.30pm

With Ana Viera

$40 Self Investment

 
 

JOIN FOR TRIBE

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS

DONT LET 2021 PASS YOU BY

GET THE REST OF THE YEAR FREE!

REGISTER ONLINE FOR THESE EVENTS  BY CLICKING HERE!

https://www.redefined.nz/eventsandworkshops
https://www.redefined.nz/eventsandworkshops
https://www.redefined.nz/eventsandworkshops

